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Abstract—In this article authors present the concept of ap-
plication of multiagent approach in modeling biometric au-
thentication systems. After short introduction, we present
a short primer to multiagent technology. Next, we depict
current state of the art related to biometrics combined with
multiagent approach. In the next part of the work we present
four exemplary simulation models of biometric authentication
environments as well as the results of their examination.
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1. Introduction
Current level of requirements related to strong authentica-
tion mechanisms are either fulﬁlled by constructing single,
strong authentication factor solution or a solution that uti-
lizes the multifactor approach. Analogically, in case of user
veriﬁcation or identiﬁcation, biometric methods are widely
applied as single modal or multimodal systems. Contem-
porary theoretical and empirical approaches to construct
biometric systems focus on converging diﬀerent authenti-
cation factors, algorithms, protocols and equipment in net-
worked environments. This emphasize the emerging role
of methods and tools used to model, simulate and analyze
networked and more complex then single instance systems.
Therefore, the need of performing analysis from diﬀerent
abstraction levels systems can be satisﬁed by providing ap-
paratus operating not only from micro, but also macro per-
spective. Complete biometric system models shall com-
bine technical and non-technical (human) element. Such
approach can be found in many modeling languages, even
in BANTAM (biometric and token modeling language) lan-
guage, dedicated to biometric domain. BANTAM however
does not provide the capability of observing the active,
environment of biometric systems. In this article authors
propose the use of multiagent systems as simulation tools
of biometric authentication systems. The authentication
processes are realized between users (agents having the
need of being authenticated) and the authentication cen-
ter. This concept we illustrate by four simulation models of
single- and multibiometric authentication environments. In
next part of the work we present a primer on multiagent
systems.
2. Multiagent Systems
Agent-based model can be simply deﬁned as a simula-
tion made up of agents, objects or entities that behave au-
tonomously [1]. The shortest deﬁnition of the term agent
can be found in [2], where it is described as a proactive
object. These two deﬁnitions contains two main features of
agency:
– proactiveness: agent can take initiative, it does not
simply wait for a signal to start acting but it is able
to undertake actions in order to fulﬁll its goals;
– autonomy: agent is an autonomous entity which can
operate without direct control.
Apart from these Wooldridge and Jennings [3] provide two
more essential agents’ properties:
– reactivity: agents respond to signals perceived from
their environment;
– social ability: agents interact with each other, they
communicate, cooperate and even compete.
According to [4] the indispensable feature of any agent
is its (temporally) continuity which means that it is a
continuously running process. Franklin and Graesser also
propose a taxonomy of agents which at the highest level
divides them into biological agents (human and animal),
robotic agents and computational agent (computer pro-
gram). Agent’s deﬁnition varies and diﬀerent features are
emphasized depending on authors [5], [6]. But they all
agree that an agent is situated in some environment and
able to make autonomous decisions [7].
As it is pointed out in [6], [4], [8] one cannot talk about
agent without environment in which it is situated. Accord-
ing to the deﬁnition from [5] an agent is “anything that
can be viewed as perceiving its environment through sen-
sors and acting upon the environment through actuators”.
A schema of an agent interaction with its environment is
shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Agent and its interaction with environment.
The environment determines an agent; placing an agent
in a diﬀerent environment often stops it from being an
agent (e.g., a robot with only visual sensors placed in
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a dark room) [4]. Single agent environment are very rare.
In fact, in multiagent systems community exists a popular
slogan that “there’s no such thing as a single agent sys-
tem” [6, pp. 105]. Complexity and unpredictability of real
world situations often require a combination of specialized
problem solvers (agents) which cooperate in order to ﬁnd
a solution to problems that are far beyond their individual
capabilities [9]. When there are more than one agent then
we deal with multiagent system and agent’s environment
is constituted by all other agents. Agent-based models are
useful in modeling complex, nonlinear systems. But they
can be also treated as generalizations of analytical mod-
els [10], especially when the system modeled consists of
numerous interacting autonomous objects. This is why we
chose agent-based approach to the speciﬁed problem. In
next part of the work we present the current approaches in
combing biometrics with multiagent methodology.
3. State of the Art
M. Abreu and M. Fairhurst [11] focus on evaluation of
multimodal structures and they investigate how fundamen-
tally diﬀerent strategies for implementation can inﬂuence
the degree of choice available in meeting chosen perfor-
mance criteria. In particular they implement computational
architecture based on a multiagent approach which goal is
to achieve high performance. In their work authors also
propose and evaluate a novel approach to implementation
of a multimodal system based on negotiating agents.
R. Meshulam et al. [12] introduced the concept of multi-
agent framework which works in large-scale scenarios and
is capable of providing response in real time. The input
for the framework is biometric data acquired at a set of
locations and that data is used to point out individuals who
act accordingly to pattern deﬁned as “suspicious”. Authors
present two interesting scenarios in order to demonstrate
the usefulness of their framework. In ﬁrst scenario, the
goal of the system is to point to individuals who visited
a sequence of airports. In this scenario, face biometrics
is applied. The goal in the second scenario is to point
out individuals who called a set of phones. In the second
scenario the use of speaker biometrics is proposed.
G. Ali, N. Shaikh and Z. Shaikh note that traditional insider
threat protection models are not eﬃcient and that there is
a need of an autonomous and ﬂexible model against in-
sider threat [13]. In the paper authors present agent-based
model that monitors behavior of the authorized users. So,
the agents are responsible for recording all actions of the
authorized user and deliver all recorded data to the main
agent for processing and decision making.
Finally, G. Chetty and D. Sharma present an application
of agent technology to the problem of face identiﬁcation,
which is performed robustly in even diﬃcult environmental
conditions [14]. Authors apply new composite model con-
sisting of multiple layers that is supported by integration
with agent based paradigm. Obtained experimental results
are suggesting further investigations in application of agent
methodology in building multimodal biometric systems.
Other similar approaches can be found in [15], [16].
We can notice that agent-based concept is applied in or-
der to enhance the performance of single instance (but not
only single modal) biometric systems or to provide capa-
bilities of detection of inexpedient behavior from security
point of view. In this work we proposed complementary
approach which relies on use of agent-based paradigm for
simulation enabling macro scale analysis of interactions be-
tween authenticator and authenticatee. In next part of the
paper we present the foundation of agent-based biometric
authentication as well as we illustrate it by providing three
examples.
4. Agent-Based Biometric
Authentication
Our models were created in NetLogo, a multiagent pro-
grammable modeling environment [17]. This allowed for
rapidly implementation of the model’s variants and made
all results scientiﬁcally reproducible. There are three types
of agents in proposed model: users, authentication centers,
and experts (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2. Agent types: (a) authentication centre, (b) user, (c) expert.
Users (agents being authenticated) are divided into genuine
users (authorized) and impostors (unauthorized). Distinc-
tion between those agents is performed by use of attribute
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Authorized? (taking values true or false). Each user has
three modalities: A, B and C. Those biometric character-
istics are here represented by matching scores, which are
an output of comparison module performing action on en-
rollment and veriﬁcation templates. The enrollment tem-
plate is created during the ﬁrst interaction with biometric
system and arises from raw biometric data which is trans-
formed into its mathematical representation. The reference
template is created every time the user wants to be au-
thenticated basing on provided raw biometric data. Each
agent has for each modality one corresponding matching
score described using two attributes: the average and stan-
dard deviation. Matching scores are random variables with
normal distribution. In addition to the operations shown
in Fig. 2 ask about authentication(), all users have
the instructions also responsible for their movement to
and from the authentication center (they are not relevant
to the described problem). Authentication centers have
attributes which are acceptance thresholds and operation
authenticate(). The experts occur only in third variant
of simulation models. Description of their attributes are
presented in further part of this article.
Overall, the simulation process is as follows. After the
opening initialization of agents (users stay in randomly de-
ployed in a two-dimensional space, inside which there is
a authentication center), any user at random intervals goes
to the authentication center. Upon arrival agent delivers
its matching score (for each modality the system generate
a random value of a random variable). On that basis the
center formulates decision: accept or reject. Regardless of
the result, the user returns to its initial position and looks
forward to the next signal of going to the authentication
center.
Basing on formulated above general foundings, four sim-
ulation models of biometric authentication systems were
constructed.
Model a. Multiagent system with given number of autho-
rized and not-authorized agents and with one authentica-
tion centre. The authentication centre during authentication
process receives from the authenticated agent its matching
score of modality A which is compared to global threshold
TA. The output of the comparison is the basis of the deci-
sion about acceptance (in case the matching score is equal
or grater than threshold) or rejection (in case the matching
score is lesser than threshold).
Model b1. Multiagent system with given number of au-
thorized and not-authorized agents and with one authentica-
tion centre. The authentication centre during authentication
process receives from the authenticated agent its matching
score of two modalities: A and B. The matching scores are
compared with appropriate global thresholds TA and TB re-
spectively. The outputs of performed comparisons are the
basis of the ﬁnal decision. The system accepts the users if
both matching scores are not lesser than given thresholds
(AND rule) else it rejects the user.
Model b2. Multiagent system with given number of au-
thorized and not-authorized agents and with one authentica-
tion centre. The authentication centre during authentication
process receives from the authenticated agent its matching
scores of two modalities: A and B. The matching scores
are compared with appropriate global thresholds TA and
TB respectively. The outputs of performed comparisons
are the basis of the ﬁnal decision. The system accepts the
users if at least one matching score is not lesser than given
threshold (OR rule) else it rejects the user.
Model c. Multiagent system with given number of autho-
rized and not-authorized agents and with one authentica-
tion centre. The authentication centre during authentication
process receives from the authenticated agent its matching
scores of three modalities: A, B and C. The authentication
process is carried out by three experts and each expert has
its own set of two thresholds (upper limit and lower limit).
If matching score is greater or equal than upper limit than
user is accepted else if matching score is lesser or equal
than lower limit then user is rejected else the decision is
inconclusive. Experts has predeﬁned set of thresholds (pre-
sented as s triple: expert number, upper limit, lower limit):
1, 0.7, 0.3; 2, 0.5, 0.1; 3, 0.8, 0.7. Each expert generates
output: +1 – in case the logical condition related to up-
per limit is true; -1 in case the logical condition related
to lower limit is true; 0 – in case the previous conditions
are false. Final decision is based on summed output di-
vided by number of experts which is compared against the
expert-acceptance-threshold TE.
Presented models have been implemented and examined in
prepared simulation environment.
5. Simulation Environment and
Simulation Results
All described models have been implemented in NetLogo
environment.
5.1. Simulation environment preparation
First, we have implemented:
– initialization procedures (setup-users, setup-centers,
setup-experts),
– main procedures reﬂecting the four models (au-
thenticate-a, authenticate-b1, authenticate-b2, au-
thenticate-c),
– supporting procedures (setup, go, do-plots, etc.).
Next we have prepared the interface which consists of the
following input controls:
– setup – which resets the values of environment con-
trols to defaults,
– go – which starts the simulation,
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Fig. 3. Simulation environment.
– iteration number – which enables deﬁnition of length
of simulation (expressed in ticks),
– users number – which enables deﬁnition of size of
whole population,
– authorized proportion – which enables deﬁnition of
structure of whole population,
– max-to-demand – which enables deﬁnition of the
maximum number of ticks between going to authen-
tication center,
– simulation variant – which enables choice of one of
four implemented simulation models: a, b1, b2 and c,
– show labels – which enables switching on or oﬀ la-
bels of the agents,
– auth-A-mean – which enables deﬁnition of average
value of matching scores for genuine users using
modality A),
– auth-A-stdev- which enables deﬁnition of standard
deviation of matching scores of genuine users using
modality A),
– auth-B-mean – which enables deﬁnition of average
value of matching scores of genuine users using
modality B),
– auth-B-stdev – which enables deﬁnition of standard
deviation of matching scores of genuine users using
modality B),
– auth-C-mean – which enables deﬁnition of average
value of matching scores of genuine users using
modality C),
– auth-C-stdev – which enables deﬁnition of standard
deviation of matching scores of genuine users using
modality C),
– unauth-A-mean – which enables deﬁnition of average
value of matching scores of impostors using modal-
ity A),
– unauth-A-stdev – which enables deﬁnition of stan-
dard deviation of matching scores of impostors using
modality A),
– unauth-B-mean – which enables deﬁnition of average
value of matching scores of impostors using modal-
ity B),
– unauth-B-stdev – which enables deﬁnition of stan-
dard deviation of matching scores of impostors using
modality B),
– unauth-C-mean – which enables deﬁnition of average
value of matching scores of impostors using modal-
ity C),
– unauth-C-stdev – which enables deﬁnition of stan-
dard deviation of matching scores of impostors using
modality C),
– A-acceptance-threshold – which enables deﬁnition of
threshold for modality A,
– B-acceptance-threshold – which enables deﬁnition of
threshold for modality B,
– C-acceptance-threshold – which enables deﬁnition of
threshold for modality C.
– Experts-acceptance-threshold - which enables deﬁni-
tion of threshold for preparing the ﬁnal decision on
the basing of votes of the experts.
Moreover we provide the output controls:
– World – which displays the simulation in 2D or 3D,
– Plot – which displays the false acceptance rate and
false rejection rate,
– Reporter 1 – which displays number of performed
authentications,
– Reporter 2 – which displays number of false accep-
tance decisions,
– Reporter 3 – which displays number of false rejection
decisions.
The simulation environment window which combines enu-
merated controls is presented in Fig. 3.
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5.2. Simulation Results
Each implemented model was executed being previously
prepared according to speciﬁed values of given controls.
During simulations the changes occurring in the environ-
ment were easily to be observed and they were logged in
a comma seperated values ﬁle. Obtained values were used
to prepare visualizations.
Here we present the initial values of given controls:
– iteration number = 100,
– users number = 250,
– authorized proportion = 0.5,
– max-to-demand = 25,
– show labels = oﬀ,
– auth-A-mean = 1.0,
– auth-A-stdev = 0.5,
– auth-B-mean = 1.0,
– auth-B-stdev = 0.5,
– auth-C-mean = 1.0,
– auth-C-stdev = 0.5,
– unauth-A-mean = –1.0,
– unauth-A-stdev = 0.5,
– unauth-B-mean = –1.0,
– unauth-B-stdev = 0.5,
– unauth-C-mean = –1.0,
– unauth-C-stdev = 0.5.
We conducted four group of simulations:
• First set of simulations were based on simulation
model a. We were observing the false acceptance
indicator (FA) and false rejection indicator (FR) in
three diﬀerent conﬁgurations of threshold TA (TA =
0.3, TA = 0.5 and TA = 0.7).
• Second set of simulations were based on simulation
model b1. Again, se were observing the false ac-
ceptance indicator (FA) and false rejection indicator
(FR) in three diﬀerent conﬁgurations of threshold TA
(TA = 0.3, TA = 0.5 and TA = 0.7) and threshold
TB (TB = 0.3, TB = 0.5 and TB = 0.7).
• Third set of simulations were based on simulation
model b2. Again, se were observing the false accep-
tance indicator (FA) and false rejection indicator (FR)
in three diﬀerent conﬁgurations of threshold TA
(TA = 0.3, TA = 0.5 and TA = 0.7) and threshold
TB (TB = 0.3, TB = 0.5 and TB = 0.7).
• Fourth set of simulations were based on simulation
model c. We were observing the false acceptance
indicator (FA) and false rejection indicator (FR) in
three diﬀerent conﬁgurations of experts-acceptance-
threshold TE (TE = 0.3, TE = 0.5 and TE = 0.7).
In Fig. 4 we present how the FA and FR indicators were
changing in simulated environment exploiting model a, for
diﬀerent (discrete) values of threshold TA.
Fig. 4. Simulation results using model a.
Fig. 5. Simulation results using models: b1 and b2 (FA indicator).
In Fig. 5 we compare FA indicators in simulated environ-
ment using models: b1 (AND rule) and b2 (OR rule). We
use arbitrary set thresholds:
– TA = 0.3,
– TB = 0.5.
In Fig. 6 we compare the FR indicators in simulated envi-
ronment using models: b1 (AND rule) and b2 (OR rule).
Analogically, we use arbitrary set thresholds presented
above.
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The last simulation was performed using model c with three
arbitrary set experts acceptance thresholds:
– TE = 0.3,
– TE = 0.5,
– TE = 0.7.
Fig. 6. Simulation results using models: b1 and b2 (FR indica-
tor).
Fig. 7. Simulation results using model c (FR indicator).
The results of last simulation are presented in Fig. 7.
6. Conclusions and Further Work
In this paper authors applied multiagent paradigm in order
to model single modal and multimodal biometric authenti-
cation systems. Four models were implemented using pro-
grammable modeling environment for simulating natural
and social phenomena. Those models were appropriately
parametrized and explored under various conditions. The
implemented models enabled observing living environment
with agents playing diﬀerent roles (authenticator, authenti-
catee and other). The key beneﬁt of proposed approach is
the ability of observe how setting diﬀerent input parameters
inﬂuences the whole interactive system, as well as watch
key performance indicators, i.e., false acceptance rate and
false rejection rate. The results of undertaken (preliminary)
research task are promising and convinced authors to for-
mulate further research challenges. One of them is an in-
troduction of several (instead of one) authentication centers
and represent them in parallel or serial architecture. The
second is related to development of learning authentication
center exploiting individual instead of global thresholds.
The third challenge will be associated with provision of
detail parameters of selected biometric method as well as
real biometric data.
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